Explore: Motivating Youth Into Intercultural Dialogue

EXAMPLES OF GOOD PRACTICES
ABOUT INTERCULTURAL DIALOGUE

About Us

EXPLORE project invests in the development of youth workers' competences on intercultural
skills and on young people's motivation by promoting high quality work and innovative methods to reach
young people.
The goal is to learn, adapt and develop knowledge, skills and tools to work on diversity, intercultural
learning and intercultural dialogue, using creativity and methodologies such as intercultural encounters,
immersion experiences, gamification, storytelling among others.

Project Partners Consorzio Social Lab Società Cooperativa Sociale, Pi Youth Associaition, Etnie
Associazione di Promozione Sociale onlus, Associacao
Animam Viventem, Awesome People,
Sdruzhenie Walk Together and Freguesia de Cascais e Estoril searched for the examples of good
practices through different methods such as online researches and interviews with the key staff of
the related projects. Based on 8 criteria determined by the partners before starting this research Theory of Change Consistency and/ or Short/ Long Term Impact, Inclusive Participation, Relevance,
Participant Transformational Methodology, Available materials, Skill Development and/ or
Reported Attitude Changes, Evaluation Strategy, Sustainability- best practices to include in this

handbook were chosen and then compiled.

Gamification

Events

Experience

Stories

GEM In

The purpose of the Project is to support intercultural education via learning by

playing. It’s used as a vehicle to foster social inclusion, active citizenship and
cross-cultural dialogue by promoting European values. Playing combined with
other non-formal methodologies such as experiental learning and cooperative
learning empowers participants to develop their knowledge and ownership of the
common European values. It increases their intercultural awareness.

https://gem-in.eu/en/

Tribes

Tribes is a role-playing simulation activity aimed at intercultural learning, in which people
create their own culture. Tribes adapted to other projects were made by Rodrigo Vilarinho
and Nina Ärnus for the first Captain Culture training course. Recognizing the impact of
culture on behavior and identity. Be respectful of other cultures and accept their
differences.

To increase

knowledge

and

competence

in

intercultural

learning

by

experiencing simulation. Thinking about how to act against the positive negative effects
that cultural diversity will bring. Each tribe should create its own culture in terms of values,
traditions and develop a plan that includes other cultures. Together with a meeting, they
will be able to get to know each other and make plans that can achieve their goals.

https://www.facebook.com/VidaMaisViva/posts/1920928158054605

Un-Hu

The aim here is to promote Socio-emotional Skills and Global
Citizenship and it is gambled with 2 to 30 players.
The facilitator should work with different decks and shapes,
such as me, me and the others, me and the community, me and

the world. All deck has sections such as question cards, group
dynamics chart, cards of principles, role charts, manual and
answer sheet.

Activities that frame scientific methods, such as positive
psychology, multiple intelligences, are influenced by Ecological
Theory of Human Development.
https://www.facebook.com/jogo.unhu

Human Library

Human Library is an international Project informs and raises awareness on issues
related to international mobility. It promotes dialogue and understanding
between people from different social backgrounds, nationality, gender to break
stereotypes. People who are aware of belonging to minorities are called living
books. At the living library, readers get in touch with living books who have a
desire to overthrow the stereotypes and prejudices. Instead of being perceived as
representative of a category on the basis of a generalization, they stand as a

unique person with their own experience and history. The Project promotes
coexistence based on knowledge and respect for diversity.

https://humanlibrary.org/

Play and Game

Children from 3 to 10 years old, play in school enviroment at
Freguesia Cascais e Estoril during their vacation times. Activities
promote well-being, free play, negociation play and egualitary.

Children use their creativity and create their own play areas. The
Project

also

discrimination.

promotes

the

right

to

participation,

non-

Youth on the Run

‘’Youth on the Run’’enables young people to put themselves in the shoes of
refugees and asylum seekers. It’s a 24 hour role-play game and based upon
the interaction of participants and instructors. Young people play the role of
refugees an they are given a new identity to simulate an escape from their

country of origin. During the game, they encounter various obstacles and they
need to find a way to get through them. In the end, they arrive in Italy with the
aim of obtaining asylum.

https://www.redcross.ie/national-news/youth-on-the-run/

Art for Civil Society Dialogue

‘’Art for Civil Society Dialogue’’ project was held together with the International Plastic
Arts Association and the Lunaria Association operating in Italy. The aim was the

strengthening the dialogue between civil society organizations, creating awareness
through cultural and artistic activities, contributing to the the strengthening of civic
participation and to ensure the development of cultural communication between the
European Union and Turkey. Artists produced works in the field of “Combating All Kinds
of Discrimination and Hate Speech”, students assisted the artists and had the
opportunity to learn from them and gain experience. Local artists and professional
artists came together at the chat meetings. A dance show and a music concert were

held by the World Folk Songs Ensemble and guest artists from Istanbul, also exampled
of the universal language and unifying power of art.
http://www.csavakfi.org.tr/sivil-toplum-diyalogu-icin-sanat/
www.upsd.org.tr/
http://lunaria.org

The Journey: Istanbul

The Journey Istanbul is a strategical board game and it
allows players to experience how it is like to immigrate from
Syria to Europe when Syrians have fled from the war in
Syria.
The players face dangers, sacrifices and difficult choices.
The emphasis of the game is on gathering the pieces of
information and planning according to it.
This game was created within the scope of a Project of The
System and Generation Association in Ankara, Turkey with
the partnership of Sweden. The board game was awarded
2017 Eurodesk Network Prize.

http://www.migrantjourneys.com/?page_id=691

The Suq Festival

The festival gets it’s name from an Arabic Word ‘’Suq’’, which means ‘‘market’’. It’s an open space
where art, tradition, languages, sounds and flavors mix. The Suq Festival values differences and
brings together different cultures since ancient time. It launced a theatre Company called

Compagnia del Suq, which specializes in musical theater. The talents who are from diffent
countries perform shows inspired by the dialogue between religions, international literature and
intercultural topics. Actors, dancers and musicians make new connections and exchanges
through music, dance and shadow theatre. From it’s first educational experiences until today,
their objective hasn’t changed. They want to draw attention to non-violence and multiculturalism.
The training projects are also open to older generations, senior citizens from different countries
come together to participate in projects.

http://www.suqgenova.it/suq-festival/

S. Pedro do Estoril Primary School
and British Retirement Home

During the Easter, children aged 3-10 from the S. Pedro do Estoril School visited the English

Retirement Home for the elderly. During Easter, children made gifts about Portugues
traditions and elder people prepared an egg hunt for young people. Portugues and British
cultures shared British tea and Portugues traditional cake called folar.

Swedish church

Inclusion and art

The parishes were paired with a selected artist, who along with the parish led asylum seekers and
newcomers in an artistic project. The project's goals was to develop new experiences and methods
that could be given to dioceses and congregations seeking inspiration to work with refugees and
integration.

Artmovement
ARTmovement is an independent organization that provides artistic encounters between people of
diverse and backgrounds. They do all this by proposing creative workshops, opening exhibitions or
going on city walks. They work in a participatory way and make art in the public space to make the
voices of citizens heard.
They are inspired by the artists and exhibited in an exhibition based on the participants' own stories.
Collective creation is learning from each other and creating a tolerant society.
https://www.artmovement.se/ &https://www.svenskakyrkan.se/migration/vart-arbete/konst-kultur-integration

Disable Free Fest

People from different social backgrounds are volunteering in the project. The groups include young
people with low opportunities and disabilities who have a different talent and well developed skills.
They enjoy singing, craft making and sport activities.

Although the Large-Scale EVS part of our project in Didim is finished, the project is not yet finished.
“Voluntary Participation of the Disabled” forum will be held in Ankara on 3 – 5 December. With this
project, the promotional video of volunteering among the disabled and the “Volunteering for Social
Inclusion: Handbook for the Disabled” were created. Our EVS volunteers shot and edited the
promotional video in October. Forum was held to evaluate and disseminate project results and
finalize outputs.
In the forum we will talk about volunteering among people with disabilities and together we will find
new ways to participate better. We will develop new project ideas for the future. 2 participants from
each of the partner organizations (Romania, Bulgaria, Poland, Albania, Italy, Belarus, Moldova,
Estonia, Sweden, Spain and Georgia) will take part in the Forum. Working with local partners and
volunteers from the project and people with disabilities were invited as participants.
https://www.facebook.com/Disabled-Free-Festival-431722067034980/
https://freefestdidim.wordpress.com/ http://www.systemandgeneration.com/en/projects/past_projects

Diversity in Unity: Intercultural
Dialogue Through the Waves of Danube

The culture of the Danube river basin has been celebrated with ‘’the Danube Weeks’’ by
various artistic activities across countries of Danube region. The Project starts with
activities organized under International İstanbul Literature Festival to discuss the impact
of Danube literature and culture. Artists and professionals from different fields such as
art, literature and culture find an opportunity to meet and work together. Creative

writing workshops and readings will run during the Danube Weeks, from artists from the
Danube countries. The Project will host various events ranging from gastronomic
presentations to cultural performances on Europe Day in Istanbul. These activities will
bring a little bit of Danube Culture to Istanbul. A project called ‘Road Show’ will start in

Ankara and continue through the Danube countries just before the closing event.
https://icd.yee.org.tr/en/diversity-in-unity/ http://www.tunadalgalari.com/en/home/
https://icd.yee.org.tr/en/we-listen-to-the-stories-written-to-the-river-danube/

Fans Against Violence

Fans Against Violence aims to reduce fan violence in basketball. This international

project sees fan violence as a serious issue that has multiple negative effects. The
violence can decrease by improving the communication between fans of different teams
and raising empathy and creating a value of being a basketball fan instead of being only
the fan of a particular team. The Project has three aspects. Firstly, it’s managed by

Basketball federations and that increases the sustainable and corporate partnership in
European Level. Secondly, it involves fan groups as an active part of problem solving
process. And third, they aim to build a Structural Dialogue beween all stakeholders. With
these unique aspects, hopefully the positive values are going to spread to basketball
games and it’ll be implemented by other European basketball federations as well as
other sports.
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/projects/eplus-project-details/#project/557060-EPP-1-2014-1-TR-SPO-SCP
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/project-result-content/437d6b85-71ca-407e-b055-e6a353d5b526/FAV%20Visibility%20and% 20Dissemination%
20ReportUPDATED.pdf

Multiethnic social bistrot

The Origens Cultural Association, founded by Ana Estrela, aims to present
Brazilian culture by bringing different cultures together. ETHNIC COOK were

formed, which brought together amateur cooks from 15 different nationalities
who, by proposing intercontinental recipes, introduced the culinary culture of
their country to the people of Bari. Experiencing different culinary cultures

creates a bridge between people and provides an exchange of cultures. In
order to achieve acceptance and integration, there are 10 immigrants in Bistrot
who will contribute to the education of 40 women.

https://www.gamberorosso.it/notizie/apre-a-bari-il-bistrot-sociale-multietnico-formazione-e
ristorazione-per- unire-le-culture-del-mondo/ https://bari.repubblica.it/cronaca/2020/06/21/
foto/bari_nel_quartiere_liberta_ianugurato_il_bistrot_multienti
co_uno_spazio_aperto_a_tutti-259793199/1
https://www.corrierepl.it/2020/06/30/53833

Programa Escolhas

Escolhas (Choices in English) is a national government program aimed at
equality of opportunity and social cohesion, supporting the social inclusion of

socio-economically weak children and young people. The Escolhas Program
(EP), supported 103 projects. These projects support organizations such as
municipalities, commissions for the protection of at-risk children and youth,

immigrant associations. The training promotes methods of teaching based on
participatory reflection. Its modules are Biopsychosocial development of
children and young people aged 10-15, Neurocognitive approach, violence and
conflict management, positive psychology, intercultural education, intervention
strategies.
http://www.programaescolhas.pt/ https://issuu.com/programaescolhas/docs/revista_escolhas_43 Project Resource
https://issuu.com/comunicacaope/docs/escola_5_estrelas?backgroundColor=%252523222222 Escolhas Program’s 5th Generation External
Evaluation https://app.box.com/s/kbnfspu8vug2smfaz3up9idd4ickgyol

Intolerant? Me?

INTOLERANT? ME? project, created by PAR - Social Responses Association, is a

project that combines music with an education on intercultural dialogue. The
aim here is to start a discussion and awareness on the values raised by the
current challenges of globalization related to cultural diversity. The CD
"Perspectivas" was released, and the Awareness Campaign for Tolerance and
Intercultural Dialogue, which was held at numerous festivals, was held and
determined the final theme of the Campaign – the Festival Intolerant? Me?
Some representatives took part as instructors in the Facilitators course on
Intercultural dialogue held at the Intercultural Education Workshop.

http://par.org.pt/project/intolerant-me https://www.facebook.com/pg/Intolerant-Me-134592109890230/about/ Activities Report, 2011
http://par.org.pt/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/2011-relatorioactividades.pdf http://www.myspace.com/intolerantme#ixzz13UEHqvII

The Promotion of a Culture of Peace:
Tackling the Ideology of Genocide

A genocide took place by the Hutu against the Tutsi ethnic group and those
who supported them, and about 800,000 people lost their lives. After this
genocide, efforts were made to establish peacemaking and to provide an
environment of peace and tolerance. Genocide, which is a crime against
humanity, must never happen and must be prevented. School officials, 700
students, teachers and other education partners participated in the project.

The aim is to combat the denial of genocide, ensure peace-building,
disseminate the ideas of UNESCO.
https://en.unesco.org/interculturaldialogue/resources/123

#Youth4Peace:
Training Euro-Med Peace

#youth4peace Training Euro-Med Peace Trainers is a joint project with 6 UNOY members and 4

peacebuilding organizations in the Euro-Mediterranean region. At the training, 20 trainers
develop skills in conflict transformation, peacebuilding, intercultural dialogue, training and
facilitation. They will educate other young people in their communities, encouraging them to
take action in the field of conflict transformation and intercultural dialogue. The aim is to

increase the skills of youth leaders in intercultural conflict transformation and to reduce
violence in the EuroMed area. To develop the knowledge and skills of young people who receive
on-site training and aiming at intercultural development. Strengthen the UNOY network's work
at EuroMed on intercultural conflict transformation. They want to change the role of youth in

intercultural conflict transformation with the help of the #youth4peace campaign.

https://unoy.org/en/training-of-trainers-2017/

MEZZE

They founded a restaurant that work and run by women refugees and to
improve social inclusion and intercultural dialogue. They have some cultural

and gastronomical trainings. The project produces employability solutions and
they want to contribute to genuine participation. They aim to organize
workshops and discussions that help promote intercultural dialogue. Mezze

was named Gastronomic Figure of the Year as a result of its "strong social
contribution to Portuguese gastronomy".

https://www.facebook.com/paoapao.associacao
https://www.instagram.com/mezze_portugal/

Under the Same Sky

The Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation support the Sob o mesmo Céu. The project
covers at 40 children aged 7-15 in the Urbanization Quinta do Alçada, Leiria. It

aims to broaden policies of social development and public action, to recreate
them as places of education and citizenship building. Multidisciplinary artistic
practices are used to tackle social problems in the region. Creating change in
society by using multidisciplinary artistic practices to foster socio-emotional skills
and a sense of belonging.

http://www.inpulsar.pt/

“Intercultura Projects”

It deals with the transnational mobility of students implemented by Intercultura
onlus: Intercultura supports individual student mobility with full or partial
scholarships. It enables the acquisition of intercultural skills. The parts of the

project are selection of participants, pre-departure training, mobility abroad with
hosting families and placement in a school, return training to use the experience
performed and documentation of the intercultural skills performed. Intercultura
project supports volunteers with seminars and continuing education courses.
Intercultura activated the Observatory in cooperation with the Italian Ministry of
Education and joined the AFS. Intercultura has established its own Foundation,
which funds international research with top experts.

Universal Civil Service

The Universal Civil Service was founded with D.Lgs. Their aim is to accept the
wishes of young people who want to have an experience in volunteer work.
Enables learning skills useful for business through Civil Service. The Civil Service

intervenes

such

as

civil

protection,

environmental

heritage,

urban

redevelopment, education, protection of the human rights. The Universal Civil
Service includes Europeans and the non-European people and Law 64/2001
concerns young people. Reform seeks to involve young participants in the Civil
Service.

https://www.serviziocivile.gov.it/menu-dx/verso_scu/

“Rete Città

Rete Città del Dialogo
del

Dialogo”

project

started

under

the

Intercultural

cities

programme. The programme supports cities in reviewing their policies through
a

more

intercultural

lens

and

developing

comprehensive

intercultural

strategies. They help them manage diversity in a positive way and realise
diversity advantage.

https://www.coe.int/en/web/interculturalcities/interactive-charts
https://rm.coe.int/168064b5cb
https://rm.coe.int/CoERMPublicCommonSearchServices/DisplayDCTMContent? documentId=0900001680307e66

Etnie For Schools

The Project ‘Etnie For Schools’ was created to raise awareness and inform

secondary school students by creating educational paths of the phenomenon.
It aims to train young people especially second grade students about the
immigration to promote dialogue between the different cultural realities.

https://www.bisceglielive.it/news/ cronaca/404804/a-bisceglie-mohamed-ba-dolori- e-gioie-di-un intero-continente
https://www.bisceglie24.it/cultura-e-spettacolo/ invisibili-mohamed-ba-torna-ad-emozionare-il- pubblico-del circolo-open-source/
https://www.bisceglie24.it/tag/invisibili/

Youth Volunteering Week of
Cascais e Estoril

Youth Volunteering Week of Cascais e Estoril involved many fields such as

social integration, heritage prevention, environment, traditions of cascais
local fishing activities, healthy food, active citizenship and security, solidarity
and social inclusion.

https://movimentoclaro.org https://cascaisrugby.com/oh-gui/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1s2_9hnIFtc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=irEJcXM5hK0
https://www.facebook.com/1033078135/videos/pcb.10215977376000576/10215977364360285
https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=GW2P7h3f6S7&amp;play=1&amp;ts=1&amp;guides=0&amp;brand=1&amp;title=1&amp;help=0

Rota Jovem

Rota Jovem promotes and supports activities for young people. Their activities
and projects are open to both their members and young people from the
community. They promote the voluntary work of several young people and
give youngsters the opportunity to develop their ideas and projects.

https://www.facebook.com/associacaorotajovem
http://home.rotajovem.com/quem-somos.html

Pay it Forward Be A Social
Entrepreneur

Pay it Forward Be A Social Entrepreneur (PiFbase) is developed by Awesome People
where young people between ages of 13 to 18 going through an entrpreneurial
process

to

fulfill

the

dream

of

someone

else.

The

method

give

the

underrepresented young people chance to fulfill their own dream and also dream
of someone else who then pay it forward and becomes a participant. Participants
learn about entrepreneurship in an active and hands on way. The method includes

the strategic use of different tools and exercises to maximize participants' active
participation through regular reflection sessions, and a learning and reflection
booklet for participants to encourage the generation of insight and learning.

www.pifbaseinternational.com

Friendsprogrammet

Friendsprogrammet works on preventing bullying in schools. They achieve to do
this by working in four areas: research, training, counselling and advocacy. These
areas together contribute to the goal that not a single child should be exposed to
bullying. Friendsprogrammet train and educate school management and all school
staff in their work against harrasment, discrimination and violations at school. The

event in the program is a call for support, which focuses on the implementation of
work to prevent bullying and create a safe school environment. Surveys are
conducted with collaborating schools and published on their websites.

https://friends.se/ https://friends.se/uploads/2019/01/Friendsprogrammet.pdf
https://www.oru.se/contentassets/e468d751588a415bba870ae8580bfd03/jps_friends_rapport-8_flygarejohansson-e- fil_1512_16.pdf

Open Door

ÖppnaDörrens (Open Door) aims to reduce the exclusion of newly arrived in
Sweden, in order to suport a much quicker integration into Sweden. They

support meetings between Swedes and newcomers based on personal
meetings. They help increase diversity in workplace as well as social life. They
encourage people to join and enroll without any charge.

https://www.oppnadorren.se/

Clashes and Meetings
“Clashes and Meetings” aims to promote the social inclusion of foreign
citizens. They hope to achieve this goal through creative and culturally

structured activities. The issue of immigration is considered in terms of
emergency and sometimes it is mentioned immigrants as a resource. These
make it difficult to look at the immigrant as intellectual and cultural resource.

https://www.associazionetolba.org/curriculum/
http://www.associazionetolba.org/scontrinc/

Be Mobile-Create Together!
Be Mobile-Create Together! Offers selected artists and authors the opportunity
to reside in well-reputed artist residencies across Turkey, France, Germany and
the Netherlands. The Project allows artists to enrich their own practices

through the exchange of experiences and skills. It provides emerging artists
with unique experience. Artists get a chance to work in an ideal environment
for creativity and be involved in the local art and cultural scenes.

https://icd.yee.org.tr/en/be-mobile-create-together-2/
https://www.bemobilecreatetogether.eu/781-e-book/

Connect for Creativity
Connect for Creativity is part of the Intercultural Dialogue Programme that is led

by the Yunus Emre Institute and is co-funded by the European Union and the
Republic of Turkey. The project endorses mutual trust and confidence and builds
dialogue and interactions. It aims to form a network of creative hubs in Europe
that contributes to a more open, cohesive an connected civil society. The data
obtained from the questionnaires and workshops were analyzed to find
opportunities, challenges and best practices for creative platforms to create
intercultural dialogue.
https://connectforcreativity.eu/
Research Report: https://connectforcreativity.eu/report/
British Council Website: https://www.britishcouncil.org.tr/en/programmes/arts/creative-economy/ connect-for-creavitiy

Sisters and Brothers of T u r k e y
Sisters and Brothers of Turkey aims at fostering respect for differences and
appreciation of diversity. We live in a colourful world that hosts many different
cultures. By bringing together students and educators in Turkey every year,

they hope to develop participants’ knowledge and experience. The program
has 3 stages: pre-departure, exhange week and youth summit. They hope to
empower participants with global competences and help them gain soft skills

such as confidence, communication, mutual trust and team work.

https://afsgonulluleri.org/en/turkiyekardesleri/
https://d22dvihj4pfop3.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/sites/44/2017/11/07154156/T%C3%BCrkiye-Karde%C5%9Fleri-2017-Etki- Raporu.pdf

‘Unity in diversity?
From challenges to opportunities’
The project tried to equip youth workers to create an understanding and inclusive
Europe and to create integration mechanisms by using intercultural dialogue against
injustices. The project provides youth work, active citizenship, raising awareness
about other cultures and countries, promoting multicultural diversity, social
inclusion. It also aims to meet the needs of disadvantaged groups, develop
cooperation, mobility and capacity building.

http://www.moremosaic.eu/projects.html
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/projects/eplus-project-details/#project/2015-3- SE02-KA105-001304

Biblioteca Viva
Biblioteca Viva is a living library where books are actual people and reading is
done through conversation. The most important rule at this library is not to
judge books by their covers. Biblioteca Viva aims to raise awareness about
discrimination and difficulties that groups and individuals go through via
constructive and inclusive dialogue. They promote respect for human rights and
human dignity. The exchange of personal stories brings the participants closer to
their communities.

https://www.facebook.com/BibliotecaVivaCL/

Home Away From Home
The Home Away From Home project has been developed withing a context of rising
levels of migration in Europe. In 2018, most European citizens weren’t well informed
about immigration. They were not aware of the actual facts about migration and some
of them had negative perceptions of the impact immigrants have on society. Home
Away From Home aims to have a successful co-existence of two or more cultures and
that requires learning and re-education for all.

https://www.facebook.com/hafh.eu/

Food Relations
Food has the ability to bring people together no matter which background they
have and it’s a basic human need for nourishment. Food Relations uses food as a
medium for exchange. It aims to strengthen the spaces for intercultural
communication, social participation and the integration of migrants in Europe. It
involves various activities and stages about food from social gardening to cooking.
The Project is based on three steps: Haverasting, tasting and showing.

https://foodrelations.acra.it

Peace Bag for EuroMed Youth
Peace Bad is a long-term project that aims to help youth workers mainstream
peace, education and intercultural dialogue in their work. It is divided into three
phases. First they train, then implement some of the content and lastly evaluate the
developments. After these phases, the result is the Place Bag for EuroMed Youth
toolkit.

https://cesie.org/media/Peace-Bag-for-Euromed-Youth-Toolkit.pdf

MigratED
The MigratED Project disseminates good educational practises on intercultural
dialogue, migration and human rights. It aims to achieve this by training teachers,
educator and young generations about these topics and on the use of digital media
tools. Goals of the MigratED Project are: strengtening social and civic competences,
raising awareness for more inclusive schools, combating hate speech and
introducing Technologies into the GCE good practices.

http://www.gvc-italia.org/images/fbestpractice/Overall%20results%20NA_MigratED.pdf
http://www.gvc-italia.org/images/documenti/ME_Guidelines_ENG.pdf

Promotion of Interreligious Dialogue
The Project ‘Promotion of interreligious dialogue’ is based on the belief that
religious affiliation is destined to play an essential role in the integration process.
The theme of integration is crucial because it’s necessary to identify forms of
coexistence to be ‘’with others and for others’’ instead of ‘’against others’’.
Therefore, the institutions must aim to support the population from the point of
the view of the ‘’Encounter’’that can overcome mistrust; knowledge that opens up
to dialogue and dialogue itself that creates bridges. Dialogue can protect the sivil
society from lacerations that can induced by the exploitation of religious
differences and discovery of a common richness.

https://rm.coe.int/12-principi-per-il-dialogo-interreligioso-a-livello-locale-the-role-of/168071accb#:~:text=Si%20tratta%20di%20uno%20strumento,vivere% 20insieme%
C2%BB%20nel%20rispetto%20reciproco.

Moltivolti Restaurant
Moltivolti was born and raised in Ballarò market that contains over 14 ethnicities
and 25 languages within itself. Moltivolti is a social enterprise founded by a group
of people from different countries who believes that food can become a
representative of the intercultural dialogue. People have the opportunity to counter
prejudices and stereotypes by sharing food.

https://moltivolti.org/en/

Intercultural Urban A r t
Intercultural Urban Art contributes to the community represented by different
ethnicities, nationalities, social status and ages so that human rights can be
respected. The Project aims to achieve that through artistic urban art projects. The
success of the 1st edition of the Infinity Festival led to the 2nd edition. It was held in
the context of a pandemic, promoting intercultural generational dialogue through
the realization of urban art.

https://youtu.be/l2Vwi39UGSk
https://youtu.be/l2Vwi39UGSk
https://youtu.be/O8RymQchlKU

Language Friend
Språkkompis (Language friend) is the main program of Kompis Sverige. Kompis
Sverige has four core values: reciprocity, long-term perspective, openness, solution
focus. Language friend creates meeting between new and established Swedes to
promote integration. The friendships broadens perspectives, breaks prejudices and
reduces language barriers.

https://kompissverige.se/

For more information: https://exploreproject.eu/ and Facebook page @motivatingyouthintointerculturaldialogue
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